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Blue Annotations

On the following slides, blue text like this was added 
to include some of the ideas that were presented 

verbally during the presentation.

I also took this opportunity to write down a few ideas
I would have included if I had extra time

during the presentation!
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What is Spirituality?

My Equation is:

Spirituality = Religion – Dogma

3

A book that must be believed is an example of dogma.
Spirituality cultivates positive values such as love and forgiveness.
Spiritual practices include prayer and meditation.
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When and How Did Spirituality Start?

Hypothesis:

Spirituality developed around 
40K to 100K years ago when 
human consciousness changed

4

40K years ago, humans created figurines that could be fertility goddesses.
100K years ago, humans intentionally buried their dead. 
These may indicate religion/spirituality began around that time.
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Consciousness Change was Facilitated by:

Modern Language

Which allowed the development of:

A Conceptual Model  .  
of the  Real World .  

5

My model posits that human vocabulary slowly increased from 50 - 100 words at 6 million years 
ago, to a few thousand or perhaps ten thousand words at the time religions started. Since that 
time vocabulary rapidly grew to the modern range of approximately a million words. (Adding 
words is easy when there are already lots of words.) Individual modern humans have a 10,000 to 
50,000 word working vocabulary.

…was an input and 
output mechanism…
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Consciousness Change was Facilitated by:

Modern Language

Which allowed the development of:

6

An Internal Model of a   
Conceptual World 

Most of the concepts in this “Conceptual World” would be abstract 
concepts that do not correspond to real world objects.
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“Who We Are” Changed:

 Ancient humans would have identified with 
the body

 Modern humans would identify with the
conceptual self = “I/Me/My”

7

I/Me/My = autobiographical narrative self-model and would include a simple body model.

The Conceptual World gave us science & technology and the modern world. 
However the Conceptual Self-Model led to suffering for individuals and 
spirituality is the cure for that suffering.
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Agents

An Agent is an entity, that

Has goals, 

A way of sensing the world, and

A way to make changes to the world

to achieve those goals

8

A human being is an agent…
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The Good Regulator Theorem:

A theorem
(1)

from control theory says:

“Every Good Regulator of a System 
Must Be a Model of That System”

Good Agents need:

A Model of the World 

A Self-Model
9(1) Conant  & Ashby, Int. J. Systems Sci., 1970, vol. 1, No. 2, 89-97,  “Every Good Regulator of a System Must Be a Model of That System”

A Self-Model is required if the agent is present 
in the World where it makes changes to the World.

So each human has an 
internal model of the world

Because the human body is part of the World, the Human’s Self-Model would include the body.
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Where Do We Live?

 Humans living in the World?

 Human Self-Models living in our 
Model of the World?

10

A body in the world and a body self-model in the model of the world are equivalent. But

the I/Me/My conceptual self only exists in the model of the world, hence the   red box.

If this is not convincing, consider the following question:
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Colors

Do We Experience the World
OR Our Model of the World?

11

…can help us decide.

Directly

…Are We Self-Models, 
Who ONLY Experience…
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Do We Experience the World
OR Our Model of the World?

Red Light

Green Light

Blue Light

Colors
Exist Only in 
Our Model of
the World

12

The brain gets the 
equivalent of 3 B&W
images and produces
this experience:

The retina of
the eye has 
3 kinds of 

photoreceptors:
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What We Experience is 
NOT What We Perceive

13

Peripheral Visual Acuity vs Angle

In addition, there is a
blind spot which we

we don’t experience; 
even with 1 eye closed

Perception is 
defined as what the 

eye sends to the brain.

…because peripheral 
visual acuity drops
rapidly with angle.
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What We Experience is 
NOT What We Perceive

14

…Peripheral vision looks crisp and in focus out to the edge of vision:
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What We Experience is 
NOT What We Perceive

15

Blind
Spot

…The information the eye sends to the brain looks like this:
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What We Experience is the World Model, 
NOT What We Perceive

16

The Experiencer knows the World Model is crisp out to the edge of vision and it 
uses the blurry peripheral vision to estimate what crisp objects are out there.
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We are a self-model
living in and experiencing 

our model of the world

17

Therefore…
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The Three Agent Model of the Human Brain

Automatic
Speech

Thoughtful
Speech

In the Experiencer, “Representation” is the current state, and “Model” allows future predictions.
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Top Down Attn.

WM = Working Memory

Feelings & 
Emotions

The Three Agent Model of the Human Brain

Most of the huge human conceptual model comes through language input. Animals only have
the concepts they individually create during their lifetime. This is what makes humans unique.
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The Three Agent Model of the Human Brain

To understand the full model

of spirituality, please visit:

www.SpiritualityExplained.com .

watch the videos and “Sign Up Now”
for updates about significant changes

20

Unfortunately, this talk 
is too short to fully explain 
this model. In particular,
I have no time to explain:
1. The agents goals
2. The problem the

Thinker causes
3. How spirituality fixes 

that problem.

Specifically, I would 
recommend this video:
14-minute interview
for a general overview.
For more detailed info
see these three videos:
Part 5 Goals (12-min)
Part 6 Problem (4-min)
Part 7 The Fix (10-min)
You should be able to 

click the red
underlined text
to watch the
videos now.

http://www.spiritualityexplained.com/
https://spiritualityexplained.com/three-bridges-west-interview-video/
https://spiritualityexplained.com/video-part-5-of-8/
https://spiritualityexplained.com/video-part-6-of-8/
https://spiritualityexplained.com/video-part-7-of-8/
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Thinker & Doer are Consistent With Other
Experimentally Derived Cognition Models

21

Psychology: Dual Process Theory(1)

Thinker System 2: slow, deliberative, explicit, & conscious

Doer System 1: fast, intuitive, implicit, & subconscious

Neuroscience: Action-Outcome/Stimulus-Response Model(2)

Thinker Action-Outcome contingency system / Associative Network 

Doer Stimulus-Response habit system / Sensorimotor Network 

(1) Daniel Kahneman popularized Dual Process Theory in his 2011 book, “Thinking, Fast and Slow.”
(2) Yin & Knowlton, (2006) The role of the basal ganglia in habit formation. Nat. rev. Neuro. 7. 464-76

Both of these are well accepted models of cognition with lots of experimental confirmation.

Action-Outcome is computing what action will produce the desired outcome, i.e. problem solving
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Given a Thinker and a Doer

 The Experiencer is required by the 
Good Regulator Theorem

22

It would not make sense for the Thinker and Doer to each have their own world model. 
Instead, the Experiencer is a proposed agent that creates one world model which is 
shared with both the Thinker and Doer.

The Experiencer goals are to: 1. Update the sensory and conceptual world models by 
understanding the sensory and language inputs, 2. Direct top-down attention as 
requested by the Thinker and Doer, 3. Generate bottom-up attention for unexpected 
inputs or when some Thinker or Doer goal target is detected in the environment.

I define Intuition as “Understanding how the world works without thinking,” so Intuition 
comes from the Experiencer.  I define Instinct as “Understanding what to do in the world 
without thinking,” so Instincts are in the Doer.
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Definitions:

 Body Schema is a model of the body

 Attention Schema is a model of our 
current state of attention

23

There are lots of potential targets of attention: the 5 senses, the inner voice, feelings and 
emotions, memories, and imagined visual objects. There can also be more than one attention
target at a given time. The Attention Schema is a model of where and how the attention
is being directed – the Attention Schema is not the actual attention mechanism itself.
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Attention Schema, World, & World Models

24

World:

or

World 
Model:

Attention 
Schema: Eye directed here

Peripheral
visual attention

directed here

The World
and World
Model always
match, even
as attention
is moved
around.
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Current 
Representation

of the World
(CRW):

Attention Schema (AS) and the 
Current Representation of the World (CRW)

25

Attention 
Schema (AS):

The spotlight of attention moves
around as attention moves, so
the CRW changes as AS changes.
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World Model
Equation:

World Model = Attention Schema +

Current Representation of the World

26

=                      +

WM        = AS          + CRW

Given any two of: WM, AS or CRW, the missing model can 
be computed. E.g. Given WM and AS, we can use AS to 
compute where the spotlights of attention will be in the WM 
to thereby compute the CRW.

Or we can get: WM=some_function(AS,CRW):

The boxed + sign stands for “combined with,” not just simple addition.
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Human and Sub-
Agent Self-Models

27

Self-Models

Thinker
I/Me/My 

(autobiographical self + simple body model + goals)

Doer
The Body 

(Body Schema + goals)

Experiencer Attention Schema 

Human
Some combination of the three sub-agent 

self-models shown above

Experiencer isn’t in, and doesn’t change, the external
world, but by directing attention it does change the CRS.
Therefore, it does need a self-model in the internal
World Model. It’s Self-Model is thus the AS since that
is the model of how the Experiencer directs attention
(which is how the Experiencer changes the CRS).
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Attention Schema 
Theory (1):

(A) Visual attention is captured 
by the image of an apple. 

 This is information, not awareness. 

(B) Subjective awareness requires 
additional models, such as:

 The visual stimulus [CRW] 

 The self-model [SM], and 

 Attention Schema [AS], the process 
that links SM and CRW together.

The overall model of awareness is:

SM + AS + CRW 

28

= SM + AS + CRW

(1) Graziano & Webb, (2015) The attention schema theory: a mechanistic account of subjective awareness. Front. Psych., 6, 500

CRW

SM

AS
CRW

By neuroscientist Michael
Graziano of Princeton.
This slide is taken from
Fig 1A/B of his paper. I
only changed notation…
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Attention Schema 
Theory (1):

29

= SM + AS + CRW

(1) Graziano & Webb, (2015) The attention schema theory: a mechanistic account of subjective awareness. Front. Psych., 6, 500

CRW

SM

AS
CRW

Consider the Experiencer, Thinker, and 
Doer as three separate brains.  According to 

AST, ONLY the Experiencer would be conscious, 
since it is the only agent that has an AS and a 
world model.

In fact, when the Thinker and Doer are separated
from the Experiencer, the Thinker and Doer would 
not be real agents since they would not contain a 
model of the world.  

For the rest of this presentation, consider the 
Thinker and Doer to be connected to the 
Experiencer, so they are full agents and can share
the consciousness of the Experiencer.
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Awareness Model = SM + AS + CRW

Thinker

Doer

Experiencer

Awareness Models for the Agents:

30

SM=Self-Model  AS=Attention Schema   CRW=Current Representation of the World

Now, let’s compute the Awareness Models for the three agents. The Self-Model of 
Thinker is the “I/Me/My” conceptual Self-Model, so…
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Thinker Awareness Model

31

I/Me/My Attention Schema
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Awareness Model = SM + AS + CRW

Thinker

Doer

Experiencer

Awareness Models for the Agents:

32

“I/Me/My”+“am aware”+“of the Apple” (in words)

SM=Self-Model  AS=Attention Schema   CRW=Current Representation of the World

The Thinker would express his awareness in words as shown below…
The Doer Self-Model is “The Body,” so…
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Doer Awareness Model

33

The Body

Attention Schema
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Awareness Model = SM + AS + CRW

Thinker

Doer

Experiencer

Awareness Models for the Agents:

34

“I/Me/My”+“am aware”+“of the Apple” (in words)

[The Body]+[aware]+[Apple] (sensory representations)

SM=Self-Model  AS=Attention Schema   CRW=Current Representation of the World

The Doer awareness is the feeling or sensation of being aware of the apple (the qualia).
The Experiencer self-model is the AS, so…
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Awareness Model = SM + AS + CRW

Thinker

Doer

Experiencer
AS + AS + CRW

Awareness Models for the Agents:

35

“I/Me/My”+“am aware”+“of the Apple” (in words)

[The Body]+[aware]+[Apple] (sensory representations)

SM=Self-Model  AS=Attention Schema   CRW=Current Representation of the World
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Experiencer Awareness Model

36

Attention SchemaAttention Schema

But AS combined with AS is presumably, just the AS, so…
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Experiencer Awareness Model

37

Attention Schema

Selfless Awareness

Thus, there is no self in the Experiencer awareness model!
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Awareness Model = SM + AS + CRW

Thinker

Doer

Experiencer

Awareness Models for the Agents:

38

“I/Me/My”+“am aware”+“of the Apple” (in words)

[The Body]+[aware]+[Apple] (sensory representations)

SM=Self-Model  AS=Attention Schema   CRW=Current Representation of the World

AS + CRW

But the AS combined with the CRW is World Model (WM), so…
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Awareness Model = SM + AS + CRW

Thinker

Doer

Experiencer

Awareness Models for the Agents:

39

“I/Me/My”+“am aware”+“of the Apple” (in words)

[The Body]+[aware]+[Apple] (sensory representations)

SM=Self-Model  AS=Attention Schema   CRW=Current Representation of the World

[World Model] = AS + CRW

So, the Experiencer Awareness Model is experienced as if it is just the World Model.
How this would be “expressed” or felt by the Experiencer might be…
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Awareness Model = SM + AS + CRW

Thinker

Doer

Experiencer

Awareness Models for the Agents:

40

“I/Me/My”+“am aware”+“of the Apple” (in words)

[The Body]+[aware]+[Apple] (sensory representations)

or   [World Model]+[aware]+[Apple]

SM=Self-Model  AS=Attention Schema   CRW=Current Representation of the World

[World Model] = AS + CRW[aware]+[Apple]  or 

…felt as     [Aware]+[Apple]    or  maybe     [WM]+[Aware]+[Apple]
Since awareness is a fundamental attribute of consciousness, let’s
rewrite this table as a table for the three kinds of consciousness…
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Three Kinds of Consciousness for 3 Agents

41

Consciousness Models

Thinker
Consciousness

(TC) “I am aware of X” (expressed in words)

Doer
Consciousness

(DC) [Body]+[aware]+[X] (sensory experience)

Experiencer
Consciousness

(EC)
[Aware]+[X] or [World Model]

or [World Model]+[Aware]+[X]     

Now, lets look at what the Human Self-Model might be: In a normal non-spiritual modern human the
Thinker would shout “We are the I/Me/My.” The Doer might feel “we are the body.” The Experiencer
might whisper “we are the world.” The Experiencer would probably listen to the Thinker and set the
Human Self-Model to the Thinker’s I/Me/My. (Note, the Experiencer contains all self-models.)
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Human Self-Model Changes Due 
to Spiritual Practices

42

Human
self-model:

Thinker
self-model

Non-Spiritual

Human
self-model:

Experiencer 
self-model

Fully “Spiritually

Enlightened”

Partially “Spiritually

Enlightened”

Human
self-model:

Doer
self-model

Thinker 
self-model

Experiencer
self-model

Human
self-model:

Experiencer
self-model

Doer
self-model

Thinker
self-model

Spiritual

Feeling of
Connection

to “God”

TC                                                                          EC

Animals & Ancient Humans = DC

Prayer, meditation and other spiritual practices
can cause more of the Experiencer self-model
to be incorporated in the human self-model.

This is through Intuition.
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Features of Enlightenment / Nonduality

43

Tradition Feature TC DC EC

Buddhism No Self

Hindu 
Advaita
Vedanta

No Subject-Object Distinctions 

Atman = Brahman

Self-Inquiry Who Am I? 

  

  

  

  

* Answer from John Wheeler in his book “Presence Awareness, Just This and Nothing Else” 

If Presence = AS and  Awareness = CRW, then EC gets the 

= Presence Awareness*

Atman=soul (SM)
Brahman=Reality (WM)

There is no self and no subject in EC (1st & 2nd  ). Atman=Brahman since the EC awareness model

Is the WM (3rd  ). Presence is a non-physical sense of existence. AS is a virtual concept (non-physical)

and must exist if the Experiencer has awareness, thus it is reasonable to assume that AS = Presence.  

CRW is exactly awareness, so Presence Awareness = AS + CRW = EC Awareness Model (4th  ).
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Thank You!

 Thanks for directing your Top Down 
Attention to my Presentation!

 I hope that your Experiencer intuitively 
understood how the three agent model of 

consciousness explains spirituality.
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The End

 I welcome feedback!

 Check out www.SpiritualityExplained.com

 It has links to many YouTube videos and PDFs

 Click on “Sign Up Now” to get notification of new 
content and the publication of the book.

 Contact me at: frank@SpiritualityExplained.com
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